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LOGLINE 

Global pop star Charli XCX enlists fans to help her produce the album how i’m feeling now while quaran-
9ned during the COVID-19 pandemic.

 
 
SYNOPSIS 

Charli XCX was riding high aBer an electric headline global tour in 2019. However, everything changed 
when the COVID-19 pandemic turned the world upside down. Lost in the early days of quaran9ne Charli 
turns to music and announces she will make an album at home in 40 days by enlis9ng the help of her 
fans online. The boundaries take Charli on a unique crea9ve and emo9onal journey as she confronts 
mental health issues, rekindles her rela9onship with her boyfriend, connects with her fans, and ul9mate-
ly produces the music for how i’m feeling now. 
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ABOUT THE CAST 

CHARLI XCX | HERSELF 

Charli XCX is a singer, songwriter and mul9-faceted crea9ve with an entrepreneurial spirit that has seen 
her create her own lane as a modern day pop ar9st. Her work has influenced wider popular culture and 
the music industry to set a new example in ar9s9c output. Charli won the Variety Hitmakers award for 
‘Innovator of Pop’ and was Mercury Prize ‘Album of the Year’ shortlisted for the release of her album 
‘how I’m feeling now’ which she created from scratch in five weeks from home during the COVID-19 
lockdown last year. Charli will release her fiBh studio album CRASH on March 18th and starts her 36-date 
live tour throughout North America and Europe shortly aBerwards. 
 
 
ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS 

BRADLEY&PABLO | DIRECTORS 

Bradley & Pablo (Bradley Bell and Pablo Jones-Soler) are a crea9ve duo based in LA, blending youth and 
pop culture with high concept storytelling. 

B&P met in London while studying Graphic Design at Central Saint Mar9n’s and Chelsea College of Art in 
2010 and later began collabora9ng in 2012 when they quickly established a strong signature style 
marked by experimental animated short films. 

In 2015, B&P made their first music video “Hey QT” by QT (A.G. Cook & SOPHIE), which received wide-
spread cri9cal acclaim and became the first in a series of collabora9ons with the highly influen9al PC 
Music label and avant garde popstar Charli XCX.  B&P have since become highly sought out by other ma-
jor ar9sts, including Lil Nas X, Dua Lipa, Rosalia, Kanye West, Cardi B and many more, and were recently 
nominated for Best Director at the 2021 US Music Video Awards. 

Bradley & Pablo’s debut documentary feature film Alone Together (2021) centers on Charli XCX making 
her album ‘How I'm Feeling Now’ during the COVID-19 pandemic and will premiere as a headliner at 
SXSW 2021. 

DIRECTORS STATEMENT 

In March 2020, just like everybody else on the planet, we were in a state of shock as the COVID-19 pan-

demic brought our lives to a grinding halt. It was raining in Los Angeles, fights were breaking out in su-

permarkets, the streets were deserted and it felt like the world was caving in on itself. The sense of un-

certainty, isola9on and fear in the air was profound. 

But something else was also happening. It was remarkable to watch how quickly the world was adap9ng; 

within weeks, almost every aspect of life went virtual; workplaces, family gatherings, government and 
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even... par9es. It felt like we were entering a new age of virtual reality, just like had been forecasted by 

sci-fi films for decades before, just with a few less holograms. 

In early lockdown, our long 9me collaborator and friend Charli XCX performed a surprise set from home 

at ‘Club Quaran9ne’ - a virtual queer party hosted on zoom that was open to anybody who wanted to 

anend every single night. Outside while the world seemed to be ending, here you had 1000 diverse souls 

all over the world, dancing, singing and just being present for each other. There was a feeling of intense 

togetherness that made us feel genuinely emo9onal. Everybody was going through the same thing, 

alone in their bedrooms, but here we had found a new space to be together. It was incredibly inspiring 

and we knew we wanted to document it somehow. 

A few weeks later, Charli would announce that during the, in hindsight, a very op9mis9c, remaining five 

weeks of the California stay at home order, she would make an album while in quaran9ne in collabora-

9on with her fans online. It was perfect. True to her innova9ve ar9stry, it was a project truly of the mo-

ment that would capture and push the boundaries of this new era of communica9on. Charli agreed to let 

us document the story as it unfolded. 39 days and over 5000clips of footage later, the album was done 

and the film had finished shoo9ng (remotely). 

It would be disingenuous to say we knew exactly what this film was going to be about when we started 

but looking back it is clear that on almost every level the film is about connec9on. When she began this 

project, Charli turned the challenges of isola9on into opportuni9es: Her virtual collabora9on with thou-

sands of ‘Angels’ (her fans) allowed her to thrive crea9vely. Her re-connec9on with her boyfriend (this 

was the first 9me they would spend over 2 weeks together in 7 years) brought her inspira9on and fulfil-

ment on a level she had never experienced before and helped her overcome deep self-esteem issues. 

It is the same story on a larger scale for the ‘Angels’ too. Most of the fans we spoke to were young adults 

from the LGBTQ+ community who already had to face s9gma, feelings of aliena9on and mental health 

issues on an everyday basis. When the pandemic took hold, those people became even more isolated 

and many were suffering with anxiety and depression. As a result of this project and the strength of their 

community, of which Charli is the driving force, they were able to find hope and support in each other. It 

wouldn’t be a stretch to say that many were saved by their internet connec9on. Even for us, as the film-

makers, we were doing the same thing; this film allowed us to connect with people when we needed to 

most.  

By the end of the film, a project that had started with one person’s idea had mul9plied to touch the lives 

of thousands. Alone Together is a testament to the resilience of community and the power of together-

ness in the face of adversity.  
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DIRECTORS Q&A 

You’ve both been collaboraAng together for a long Ame. How did your partnership begin? Did 

you both want to expand into documentary filmmaking? 

We met in 2010 when we were 18 on our first day moving to London from our small hometowns in Eng-

land - Bradley grew up in a rural village in Suffolk and Pablo grew up in Glasgow, later Plymouth. We 

were both studying Graphic Design at Central Saint Mar9ns and Chelsea College of Art and Design and 

were living in the same corridor in student halls. We quickly became best friends and had a lot of mutual 

interests ar9s9cally. Fast forward two years and we started to collaborate in 2012. Ini9ally we worked 

exclusively in 3D anima9on, crea9ng experimental, conceptual short films and later started to incorpo-

rate elements of live ac9on. These films caught the anen9on of a London based produc9on company 

and we began to see direc9ng as a viable opportunity for us.  Back then we were par9cularly interested 

in working in a crossover art/film space which is perhaps why our first music video “Hey QT” by QT (A.G 

Cook and SOPHIE) in 2015 was a dream project. The video took the form of a hybrid music video/com-

mercial for a fic99ous energy drink made of pure emo9on. This was the first in a series of collabora9ons 

with PC MUSIC - a London based underground pop collec9ve. They were in a crossover space between 

art and music, cri9quing pop culture from inside its structures. This crossover prac9ce really resonated 

with how we were thinking about our videos then. Together, it felt like we were infiltra9ng the main-

stream music video world and presen9ng it back at itself in it’s more intense form. 

In the following 6 years we worked our way up the music video ladder, eventually working with major 

ar9sts making mostly performance videos. More recently we had somewhat of a renaissance period, 

where we gained the confidence and trust to start getng bolder with our ideas and revisi9ng some of 

the inspira9on that had informed earlier work. We learnt much about filmmaking and storytelling during 

this period and gradually felt an increasing desire to work in a longer medium. As we matured as film-

makers, the allure of long-form storytelling grew stronger and began to make more and more sense as a 

medium for us to communicate our ideas. 

Although neither of us had imagined ourselves as documentary filmmakers the story did capture our in-

terests in an unexpected way. We have always been drawn towards youth and pop culture, specula9ve 

fic9on and near future rela9es. Right here we had a story crazier than we could imagine: A coming of age 

sci-fi drama set in the midst of a pandemic seen through the eyes of a popstar…! 

Had you been talking about making a documentary with Charli pre-pandemic or was this idea 
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conceived during quaranAne? 

It was completely conceived during the quaran9ne. When Charli started her ‘how i'm feeling now’ album 

project, we were s9ll grappling with the new reality we were all living in, oscilla9ng between wri9ng 

scripts, panicking, planning hypothe9cal VR fashion experiences and manically filming things on drones. 

We were experiencing as a lot of people were at the 9me a bit of an existen9al crisis, we needed a pur-

pose!   

When we saw Charli’s post about her project on instagram we rapidly typed a proposal. It finally felt like 

an opportunity for an authen9c quaran9ne project, something that genuinely captured the 9me we 

were living through. So we text the idea to Charli and she said yes. In the spirit of early quaran9ne the 

project was very much a ‘lets try it and see what happens’ kind of thing. We agreed that if at any point it 

wasn't working we’d call it off and promised to remain friends no maner what happened. Luckily it didn't 

come to that. We made a film (!) and think we are s9ll friends! 

What was it like tackling your debut feature film during a global pandemic?  

We had fantasised about the experience of moving into feature film as some grand, extravagant experi-

ence with shit loads of budget, 9me and resources. And while this might be true for some, our experi-

ence definitely wasn’t that. The pandemic gave us the opportunity to create a film that would have never 

been there otherwise. Firstly we suddenly had 9me and space - we were lucky enough to be in a posi9on 

where we had secure living condi9ons and we were able to work from home with enough financial sta-

bility to see this through for a while. Secondly it felt like suddenly the rules had changed, the lack of re-

sources available to everybody made filmmaking feel more accessible. Most aspiring filmmakers have 

probably heard “just pick up a camera and be resourceful”, “just start shoo9ng!” being preached by ex-

ecs and film veterans. We had definitely heard this a few 9mes and had always found it irrita9ng BUT in 

this instance it was completely true. We picked up $300 cameras and started shoo9ng. Granted, we had 

a budget for the prevailing edit and finishing, but to get to that point we had to shoot first to prove we 

had the material to make a film. This film is by far the most visually raw, hands-on thing we have ever 

made and the lack of resources were actually a really posi9ve thing. It allowed us to grow and learn sto-

rytelling skills which no doubt will have a las9ng influence on our work. 

The project also gave us the focus and purpose we needed to cope with what was happening around us. 

It was like a life raB keeping us afloat during hard 9mes - just like how the album was for Charli and the 

fans. However it did become hard at 9mes. We are told that making any feature film is hard but we can 

only imagine that making one during the pandemic has given it its own special flavour and intensity. Edit-

ing in our houses while not leaving the desk for months and not seeing anyone in person, while watching 
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the same footage over and over again added to the groundhog day sensa9on and at 9mes did kind of 

feel like we were going a bit mad.  

What were the challenges in making this documentary? 

As with most crea9ve constraints, the challenges were hard to overcome but are part of what helped 

shape this film into something unique and indica9ve of the 9mes.  

Charli was living five minutes up the road from us in LA which made the project feel more feasible. How-

ever, due to the lockdown restric9ons in place at the 9me everything had to be done remotely. This 

meant all interviews had to take place over zoom which comes with its own, by now very familiar, set of 

issues. Temperamental internet connec9ons meant low quality sound, glitchy imagery and delayed re-

sponses but what it opened up for us in turn was the ability to be reac9ve and quickly connect with peo-

ple all around the world. We’d have full days of interviews talking with people in Korea, New Zealand, 

Brazil and Europe all without leaving our homes.  

This also meant (outside of zoom interviews) our subjects had to shoot themselves. This mostly affected 

Charli as we wanted her story to unfold Vérité style rather than rely on interviews. With the help of her 

boyfriend and managers, she had to film everything. Fortunately Charli was ready to be very open, let 

her guard down and let us into her life in a very unfiltered way. It meant we got a beau9fully raw and 

in9mate window into her life, something that may not have been possible in the same way if we were 

there. For example it allowed for beau9ful scenes between her and Huck that feel really genuine and 

unguarded (because they are!). In these moments filming was part of their bonding experience - it was 

really just them together messing around. 

However the flipside was obviously in usual circumstances we would have been there deciding what a 

compelling shot or moment is which meant some9mes scenes felt under baked or not fully explored. 

When Charli was going through the toughest part of the project, staying up everyday recording un9l 6am 

and struggling with her mental health meant turning the camera on became really hard. There was a 

period of a few days where aBer leaving us a voice note teling us to remind her to “never do anything 

like this ever again” and to “fuck this fucking documentary” the filming stopped. Some of the fans too 

were self-documen9ng at home and this came with a different set of challenges. OBen the kid’s with the 

most cap9va9ng stories also struggled with mental health issues and that some9mes meant it was hard 

for them to feel at ease in front of the camera.  

Another big challenge was the edit itself. We had thousands of clips from many different sources and 

cameras, all shot by the subjects. It was a huge amount to work through and some9mes a real challenge 
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to build cohesive scenes. The mixed media clips and self-shot style of the film meant that visually we had 

to be more inven9ve with how it became elevated. We experimented a lot with the graphics, par9cularly 

for the fans and the zoom interviews and eventually came up with a general treatment which we think 

helps 9e everything together a lot.  

You’ve previously worked with Charli on her music videos. How was this experience different? 

We’ve been working with Charli since 2016 aBer working on the campaign for her Vroom Vroom EP. We 

had become trusted collaborators and she was always a dream to work despite her self confessed dis-

taste for making music videos!  

This project brought up a lot of uncharted ground for our collabora9on. The process was longer, more in 

depth, intense and personal for everybody involved. For Charli par9cularly, she was exposing her inner 

self in ways that we’d never explored together in the music videos. Our work up un9l this point had gen-

erally been very planned and was largely about crea9ng a highly aesthe9cized visual world for her to ex-

ist in. This was the polar opposite: raw, unfolding in real 9me and some9mes even chao9c. CraBing the 

story as the film develops rather than having a concrete plan presented us with a completely different 

way of working together and we grew much closer as a result. 

How did you go about mobilizing Charli’s fan base to get involved with the film? How was the experi-

ence working with Charli’s fans? 

One of the things about Charli’s album project that excited us most was the open dialog between Charli 

and her fans. We knew we wanted the fans to have to play a big role in the film and we wanted to get 

insight into the pandemic from their perspec9ve and how the project might be helping them cope. 

We began by scouring Charli’s instagram comments and pursuing people whose lives seemed to really be 

benefitng from the interac9ve aspect of the project. Soon enough a whole world opened up in front of 

us; we had been aware of the ‘Angels’ community but hadn’t counted on how strong and ac9ve it turned 

out to be. The Angels became fundamental to our produc9on process. They were infinitely generous 

with their 9me and knowledge and helped us connect with other Angels whose stories they thought 

needed to be heard, pos9ng in group chats and passing along our messages. It helped that we had been 

working with Charli over the years so the Angels knew us through our work and even though we had 

never spoken before we already had a common language and interest.  

We found that the most ac9ve members of her fan community, or at least the ones this project seemed 

to touch most were LGBTQ+ and oBen teens at transi9onal moments in their lives. Many were about to 
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move away from small conserva9ve towns to go to college with hopes of finding more inclusive begin-

nings, some were s9ll grappling with their sexuality or iden9ty and oBen struggling against societal pres-

sures or unsuppor9ve families they'd been forced to live with because of the pandemic. Suddenly they 

were trapped in these some9mes hos9le condi9ons and had lost access to the safe spaces and commu-

ni9es around them previously allowing them to truly be themselves.  

These stories offered us a unique perspec9ve on the pandemic that nobody else really seemed to be 

talking about. And furthermore we were able to watch this incredible fanbase / community become 

even stronger and more energized throughout this project. The Angels supported each other. It was a 

place of refuge where they felt accepted. We heard 9me and 9me again that; their virtual friends are 

their best friends and that they understand each other bener than anyone ever could in their immediate 

(IRL) lives. It was beau9ful to watch how they became eachother’s lifelines and as friendships grew 

stronger. This became an integral part of the film and dras9cally informed how we would shape the sto-

ry.  

Getng to know The Angels was a very emo9onal and profound experience for us that in a lot of ways 

shaped the ambi9on of the film. We had inspiring and heart breaking conversa9ons that we will never 

forget. The Angels were so suppor9ve, energe9c and helpful throughout the process and we are so 

grateful for this, their honesty and openness. They were truly inspiring.  

What do you hope audiences will take away from this film? 

We hope that audiences walk away seeing the value of human connec9on and the importance of com-

munity. We live in a highly individualised society but we have seen that as human beings we thrive when 

we work, talk, move, love and support collec9vely. For both Charli and the fans, we see the power of to-

getherness to heal and crea9vely push boundaries during an incredibly difficult 9me period. 

What was something that surprised you about Charli that you discovered while making Alone 

Together? 

The film solidified what we already knew about Charli: she is a true innovator. This project is textbook 

Charli - she saw an opportunity to experiment and that drives her ar9s9cally. Her boldness to create dur-

ing this 9me was incredibly inspiring. 

What we hadn’t seen before was sadly her long-term struggles with anxiety and self-esteem. We had 

heard her jokingly say ‘I'm a workaholic’ but never realised the extent of it. We saw how her low self es-

teem was feeding her workaholism and had become a dependency for her like any other addic9on; she 
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was unable to imagine herself without it and was using it as a coping mechanism. This panern had led to 

frequent burnouts and neglect of her mental wellbeing which we see play out during the film. Fortunate-

ly while the film was taking place, Charli was also going through therapy which meant that she was ac-

9vely confron9ng a lot of these issues. We probably would never have captured this side of her story 

otherwise and it meant that during this rela9vely short process there was some real personal growth 

happening.  

CREDITS 
 
 

Directed by Bradley&Pablo 

Produced by Ross Levine 
Produced by Brian Ferenchik 

Produced by Emmie Lichtenberg 

Execu9ve Producers 
Charli XCX, Sam Pringle, Twiggy Rowley 

Jess Wu Calder, Keith Calder 

Edited by Robert Grigsby Wilson 

Editors 
Ari Tomasetg, Zoe Schak, Bradley&Pablo 

Starring Charli XCX and Huck Kwong
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